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Background: 
PatientSource Ltd is a small health technology company based in Cambridge, UK, with close ties to the 
University of Cambridge. We have built a secondary care hospital-based electronic patient record 
which runs in the cloud, called the PatientSource Platform. 
 
The PatientSource Platform is totally unique in that it has been designed from a NHS doctor's and NHS 
nurse's perspective, so is easy for frontline healthcare staff to use. It provides clinical noting, 
observations (vitals), ePrescribing, order communications, discharge letters and bed management, 
with the capability to integrate with a wide variety of third party medical devices and systems. 
 
Despite our solution being designed by NHS doctors and nurses who are inspired by their experience in 
the NHS, we have had tremendous difficulty not only in selling our software solution to the NHS, but 
also with just getting pilots. 
 
Our experience with trying to work with the NHS has been so difficult that we have had to stop looking 
at the NHS and focus our efforts on selling to healthcare markets overseas. Overseas we have 
encountered great enthusiasm and very little resistance. We have been able to get done in three 
months in overseas territories that which was impossible to do in 24 months in the NHS. 
 
Our advice to any entrepreneurs considering setting up business in the health technology / medical 
devices sector is: “Avoid a business model which depends on selling to the NHS. Either do something 
business-to-consumer (B2C), or look to do business outside the UK”. 
 

The Barriers: 
 

Barrier Underlying Causes Our experience 

Innovation is 
NOT a priority 
for NHS 
management 

There are no incentives for 
NHS Trusts to embrace 
innovation 

We presented to a district general NHS Trust Board to show them a 
demo of how a low-cost patient monitoring system could detect early 
deterioration in patients. We offered the system as a trial at 
zero-cost.  
 
The main questions we were asked were: 

● “Who is accountable if we put in this system and it doesn’t 
work?” 

● “How does this system save the Trust money?” 
● “How does this system help us free up beds?” 
● “What performance and quality indicators [targets] does this 

help us hit?” 
 
From our experience, the priorities for NHS Trust Board members 
seem to be: 

● Personal job preservation / promotion 
● Trust finances 
● National targets (mandatory performance indicators, quality 

indicators) 
● Hospital beds 

Innovation did not feature at all as a priority. 

Substandard patient 
treatment outcomes are 
typically blamed on the 

Our Chief Medical Officer witnessed several adverse incidents as a 
junior doctor, which ended up being blamed on junior doctors and 
nurses when it was probably the system that let the staff down. 
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healthcare staff, not the 
system in which they work. 
There is no accountability 
to drive improvement or 
innovation in care. 

 
In one case, to save money, a Trust he was working for created a new 
policy where the hospital labs must refuse to run Liver Function Tests 
(a type of blood test) on any patients who had had a Liver Function 
Test in the last three days. The policy was poorly publicised among 
staff. 
 
Dr Brooks booked daily blood tests including Liver Function Tests for a 
young patient in liver failure who was at risk of decompensation 
(suddenly getting worse). The Liver Function Tests would allow the 
doctors to detect early decompensation and do something about it. 
This reason was clearly stated on all his blood forms. However, these 
tests were being silently automatically rejected by the labs. The 
patient deteriorated and died. This deterioration would have been 
detected in advance with the possibility of escalating treatment had 
the lab bloods been run as requested. Root cause analysis was 
performed by the Trust. They concluded that the cause was 
“insufficient engagement with training by junior doctors”. 
 
Dr Brooks believes the real cause was a poorly-conceived and poorly 
executed new money saving policy. The people who should have been 
accountable were those who wrote the policy. No improvement will 
result when the causes of patient harm are ignored. 

NHS Trust & CCG 
team structures 
are not suitable 
for helping 
innovation 

Unclear who the key 
decision makers are in NHS 
Trusts. 

It is unclear who in NHS Trusts are the appropriate person to talk to. 
None of the NHS Trusts we have spoken to have a designated person to 
find / cost-benefit analyse / implement innovation. 
 
When we have approached NHS Trusts, we have found it easy to get 
meetings, but these meetings often seem to be with the wrong 
people. The output of these meetings has always a list of other people 
in the Trust we have to talk to. It can take many meetings before it 
becomes clear who actually has authority to make a decision. 
 
Each meeting typically takes up half a day and can cost £100 in 
travelling expenses. These are substantial costs for angel-funded SMEs 
of less than 10 people. 

Room full of people where 
anybody can say “no” to 
block an idea, but all must 
say “yes” to pass it. 

In many cases where we have proposed to run a pilot in the NHS at 
zero-cost to the NHS Trust, we have had many people supporting us, 
but have had the pilot blocked by one person veto.  
 
When we were trying to organise a pilot at a Trust in the East of 
England, a Trust-employed Consultant doctor we were working with 
said: 
“whenever you try to do something around here, all sorts of people 
come crawling out of the woodwork and say ‘why wasn’t I consulted? 
I’m saying no’” 
 
In December 2014 we proposed a zero-cost trial to an NHS Community 
Services Trust. The trial would have provided District Nurses with a 
tablet running our application which could be used to snap a photo of 
diabetic patients feet, and receive a same-day podiatry / tissue 
viability opinion from a specialist. The majority of the Trust nurses 
supported the idea, however it was ultimately blocked by one senior 
nurse who said “I would prefer to use a camera and e-mail to do this” 
(there were substantial benefits of using the app). 
 
There is a culture of fear among Trust staff of making a “wrong” 
decision. Therefore no individual Trust employee is prepared to push 
an idea forwards or to make a final decision. The default position is 
always to say “no” and thus to preserve the status quo. 
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SMEs cannot 
survive the long 
sales cycles (18 - 
36 months) 

It takes > 12 months to 
move from initial meeting 
to a decision to purchase 

We have found that it takes more than 4 face to face meetings with an 
NHS Trust to get a proposal moving, then many more months to go 
from a proposal to a decision to procure. 
 
The local SME which makes cloud-based visual signage, began talking 
to a nearby teaching hospital in early 2007. They were offering digital 
signage for display in clinic waiting rooms to give patients a live 
update of how long the wait was from scheduled appointment time to 
see each doctor. It took the hospital 24 months to go from agreeing to 
purchase the system, to actually placing an order. By this point, the 
local SME had shelved their clinic tracking product due to lack of 
uptake. 
 
Most SMEs who have received investment will have enough investment 
to last 12 months - 18 months, by which point they either must show 
progress to their investors to receive further funding, or have enough 
customers to be self-sufficient, or shut down. An SME cannot afford to 
wait on a potential customer for two years! 

It takes another >6 months 
to go from a decision to 
purchase, through a 
procurement process, to an 
actual order. 

For products or services which are substantial purchases (>£20,000), 
NHS Trusts tend to run the purchasing through procurement pathways. 
This is driven by fear of accusations of not being transparent. However 
it is only mandatory to run above-OJEU-threshold (~>£110,000) 
purchases through procurement pathways. Above-threshold research 
and development contracts are exempt from procurement pathway 
requirements. 
 
Typically, from the point of deciding to purchase, the NHS Trust 
procurement pathway is: 

● Month 1: write then publish a Pre-Qualification Questionnaire 
(PQQs) 

● Months 2 - 3: collect and score the PQQ responses 
● Month 4: Write the “Invitation to Tender” (ITT) and 

specification 
● Month 5: collect and score the ITT responses 
● Month 6: hold supplier meetings for demo, decide on winner 

 
This 6 months is in addition to the >12 months time to go from initial 
meeting to decision to purchase. Most SMEs cannot survive this time 
without a paying customer! 

NHS 
procurement 
pathways are 
completely 
inappropriate 
for SMEs 
 
 

Excessive documents 
required to apply to NHS 
tenders 

PatientSource submitted a bid to a NHS Trust in the South in response 
to a tender notice to provide an electronic prescribing system. 
 
As part of the Pre-Qualification Questionnaire, we were asked to 
submit the following documents: 

● Company details 
● Equal Opportunities Policy 
● Environmental & Sustainable Policy 
● Environmental Management system 
● Energy & Carbon Emissions Policy 
● Health and Safety Policy 
● Business Continuity Plan 
● Quality Assurance Policy 
● Training Policy 
● Customer Care Policy 
● Information Security Policy 
● Public Health Risk Assessment 
● Ethical Trading Initiative statement 
● Corporate Governance and Anti-bribery system 

 
Each of these documents takes time to create. This is a substantial 
burden for a SME with less than 10 employees to sit down and write all 
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this, especially when there is no guarantee of payoff as a result. 

Excessive (and irrelevant) 
regulatory and insurance 
required to apply to NHS 
tenders 
 

In the same tender, in order to have a chance of passing the PQQ 
stage we had to have: 

● ISO 9001 certification (quality management) 
● ISO 14001 certification (environmental impact) 
● Existing insurance policy (approx cost £5000 / annum): 

○ £5m public liability cover 
○ £5m professional liability cover 
○ £10m employer’s liability cover 

 
Each ISO certification took one of our employees 2 months to prepare 
for, cost us £150 per quarter and £2000 to be audited. 
 
Interestingly, despite this being for an electronic prescribing system 
which handles sensitive personal information, there was no 
requirement to have ISO 27001 (data security) certification! The NHS 
Trust felt that environmental sustainability of their supplier was 
important, but competent data security wasn’t! 

Excessive (impossible) 
financial hurdles before 
technology considered in 
NHS tenders 
 

In every single tender notice we have bid for, we have been asked to 
submit: 

● 3 years’ worth of previous company accounts 
● Three references (from past or existing customers of the 

product/service we are bidding to supply) 
 
The first requirement of 3 years accounts effectively shuts the door on 
any new companies. The second requirement of three references shuts 
the door on any new product or service. Innovative companies and 
innovative products will never reach the NHS with these sorts of 
hurdles. 
 
In addition, we were required to sign up with Dun and Bradstreet 
(D&B), a business credit rating agency. For the South of England NHS 
Trust ePrescribing tender notice, the NHS Trust required suppliers to 
have a D&B score of 2A or better. To achieve this, a company would 
have to have been valued at > £1.5m! Innovative SMEs are very rarely 
valued that highly in their first few years. 
 
These requirements were absolute with pass / fail conditions. They 
are applied by the NHS Trust before they will look at the technology 
and quality of the product/service being offered. We failed because 
we were a young company with a new product. The quality and 
benefits of our electronic patient record were never even considered. 
 

Scoring is weighted on 
company’s past supplying 
experience with no 
attention paid to quality of 
past supply 

In the same South of England ePrescribing tender, the PQQs had a 
scoring system which was weighted in such a way that 74.5% of the 
obtainable marks were effectively for the company and team’s 
experience of supplying that solution. 
 
Incredibly, our Chief Medical Officer’s medical degree and 4 years 
experience of working as a NHS doctor was not worth any marks 
according to the procurement team! Yet, by a large margin doctors 
write the most medication prescriptions, and this was a tender for an 
electronic prescribing system. 

NHS Trusts can back out of 
a procurement pathway 
without compensating 
applicants 

We put in a bid to supply a cancer-specialist electronic patient record 
to a North of England NHS Trust. We applied through a separate larger 
company with a history of NHS contracts in order to clear the PQQ 
financial barriers. Doing it this way meant we would sacrifice 40% of 
the contract fee, but it was the only way we could get past the PQQ 
stage! 
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We spent 2 days preparing responses to the PQQ, then 4 days 
preparing our response to the subsequent Invitation to Tender (ITT). 
We were then invited up to demo. We prepared our demo for 3 days 
and spent £150 on travel, and spent a whole day involving two people 
delivering the demo. 
 
In the end, we came second. Our 11 person-days + £150 ended up 
coming to nothing with no compensation for this considerable sales 
effort we were required to go through. 
 
What is more galling is that the winner ended up without a contract to 
supply the NHS either. The two NHS Trusts who ran the procurement 
as a joint tender fell out, and stopped the procurement at contract 
negotiation stage. 
 
Here, several companies spent considerable time and money in 
bidding for NHS business. Yet in the end there was no actual business 
to be won! The winner missed out on this NHS supply contract through 
no fault of their own, yet receives no compensation whatsoever. 

Regulatory 
barriers 
consume the 
limited staff 
time and money 
of SMEs 

There are multiple 
independent bodies, each 
with their own certification 
processes, yet all being 
required before a company 
can even do a pilot in the 
healthcare sector. 

In order to be in a position where an NHS Trust would even consider 
trialling our company’s electronic patient record software for free, we 
were required to gain the following certifications: 
 

● ISO 9001 [2 person-months, £2000 + £150/quarter] 
● ISO 14001 [2 person-months, £2000 + £150/quarter] 
● (ISO 27001) [2 person-months, £2000 + £150/quarter] 
● Medicine and Healthcare Products Regulatory (MHRA) 

approval [3 person-months] 
● HSCIC Information Governance Toolkit [1 person-month] 
● ISB0129 Clinical Safety [2 person-months, £600] 
● Integrated Research Application System (IRAS) [1 

person-month] 
Each regulatory body regarded their certificates as “a small but 
important piece of work”. However, nobody is considering the fact 
that all these little pieces of work add up to a substantial burden on 
SMEs.  
 
It has cost us 13 person-months (i.e. 14 person months of employment 
when you include holidays and sick days) plus £8400 to get all these 
boxes ticked. The combined employment and application costs total 
£36,400. This is a huge amount for an SME to absorb just to be able to 
get started with a simple pilot. This is obviously on top of the tens of 
thousands the SME has spent on building the product / service in the 
first place. 
 
If NHS Trusts had been transparent and made us aware of all these 
requirements and the cost of them at the start, we would have taken 
the strategic decision to not to bother selling to the NHS because of 
this huge cost. 
 
We required no certificates to sell to Pakistan or Nigeria whatsoever. 
Instead, overseas the onus is placed on the doctors to use their 
professional judgement when choosing tools for their clinical practice. 

Cultural 
suspicion of 
SMEs in NHS 

Most NHS Board Members 
and procurement officers 
come from large 
organisation backgrounds 
(other public sector / large 
companies) 

In all NHS Trust boards we have approached (over 15 to date), not one 
single person had any small business experience. 
 
In all of the NHS Tender notices we put in a bid for (5 to date), not 
one of the procurement team had any small business experience. 
 
A NHS Clinical Commissioning Group in the East Midlands recently put 
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out a tender notice for Ear Nose & Throat community clinic services. A 
contact of ours was working with the procurement team. 
The procurement team reduced all the bids to 6 bidders at the PQQ 
stage according to their scoring system. One of these bidders was a 
SME, the rest were much bigger private healthcare clinic providers. 
 
At the ITT stage, the SME’s bid proposed a cost that was vastly 
cheaper than all other bids. The procurement team convened a 
meeting to discuss this cheap bid as it was viewed by the team as a 
problem. Our contact witnessed a discussion along the lines of: 
 
“They’re a small business, they can’t possibly supply someone as big 
as us.” 
“They’re so cheap, that we’re really going to struggle to justify why 
we didn’t pick them. Is there any way we can disqualify their bid 
instead?” 
 
The procurement team disqualified the SME on a technicality and 
awarded the contract to a bigger company, based upon nothing more 
than supposition that the SME wasn’t big enough to provide services 
for an NHS CCG. There was no member of the procurement team who 
had personal experience of SMEs to be able to defend them otherwise. 

NHS Trusts have such little 
past exposure to SMEs that 
they have no prior 
experience of working 
successfully with them  

SMEs supplying the NHS is a relatively new idea. Projects such as 
poorly-managed, poorly-executed and largely failed National 
Programme for IT were completely closed to SMEs. Past and current 
procurement practices shut out SMEs (as already explained). 
 
Thus the NHS cannot point to any past successful SME projects to 
increase confidence in buying from SMEs. 

NHS Trusts are 
risk averse 

Most NHS Trusts will not 
purchase a product or 
service which has not 
already been supplied to 
another NHS Trust 
elsewhere 

One of our investors sits on the board of an NHS Trust in the East of 
England. He oversaw the procurement of a Maternity electronic 
patient record system, a tender we were not interested in bidding for 
ourselves. After the procurement process, he shared what he learned 
about a typical NHS Trust’s attitude to procurement with us: 
 
"We wouldn't take the plunge on validating and developing an IT 
solution as an NHS Trust. 
 
The requirements we had for a bid to be successful: 

● We wanted assurance on product being already developed, 
we didn't want to be a trial site 

● We wanted assurance that it was in use successfully in NHS 
● We wanted assurance that it had been bought recently by 

another NHS Trust 
● We wanted reference sites that the procurement team could 

visit to see if it really worked 
● We wanted evidence that the company was a "financially 

sound supplier", because company needs to be around for life 
of contract e.g. 10 years to upgrade and service the product” 

 
This attitude is an absolute brick-wall block to anything new and 
innovative. 

Unreasonable 
demands of SMEs 

Requirements to assign 
Intellectual Property over to 
NHS Trust 

In the rare occasions where an NHS Trust has engaged us as a SME, 
they have asked for additional unreasonable conditions in contract 
negotiations. 
 
In the North of England cancer-specialist tender notice which we came 
second for, the Trusts wanted to own the source code of any 
enhancements or improvements we made to our software while 
supplying them. There was no scope for us to negotiate with them. We 
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have never seen such demands made of large IT suppliers such as 
Cerner, CSC or TPP. 
 

Long payment terms In the North of England cancer-specialist tender, the payment 
schedule carried the requirement that the supplier would not be paid 
until the NHS Trusts realised a (financial) benefit from using the 
system. 
 
This meant that we as a SME would have to have enough funds to 
cover the initial installation, training, roll-out and teething problems 
before being entitled to the first payment installment. Then, the NHS 
Trusts gave themselves a 60 day period to make the first payment. 
 
This would mean shouldering tens of thousands of pounds in costs, and 
waiting 8 months before getting payment. The only way we would 
have been able to fund this would be to get a bridging loan using the 
contract as security. 
 
Such demands are never made of large IT providers (Cerner, CSC, TPP) 
who paradoxically have deep enough pockets to survive until first 
payment! Cerner installations require a substantial upfront fee prior to 
roll-out, and NHS Trusts such as West Suffolk happily agree to this 
when it is a big incumbent supplier. 

Asking for “big bang” 
implementations 

Most of the NHS Trust tender notices we have submitted bids for asked 
for a whole site go-live date. In other words, a “big bang” where all 
the users must be trained and the system installed and configured 
ready to be used at full volume on the go-live date. 
 
“Big bang” implementations mean that the supplier has to provide lots 
of staff members to deliver all the training, installation and 
configuration in a short time window. A SME with 10 or fewer 
employees just does not have that capacity. 
 
However, a phased introduction, for example where users are trained 
and the system is switched on one ward at a time, is much more 
feasible to deliver. Phased introductions carry additional benefits 
where the teething issues from the first ward can be used to 
anticipate and address problems in advance for all subsequent wards. 
 
We believe that an implementation which would require 60 employees 
to deliver it in a “big bang” fashion would require just 5 employees to 
phase it in over 9 months.  

Incumbent 
suppliers behave 
anti-competitive
ly 

 We entered into advanced negotiations to supply self check-in 
touchscreens to a company running NHS musculoskeletal clinics in the 
Southeast. They were very keen to adopt our touchscreen solution 
because it was low maintenance and thoroughly intuitive. Our 
proposed system would need to talk to the clinics’ patient 
administration system, a relatively straight-forward piece of 
integration work which we offered to do ourselves. 
 
However, the supplier of the clinics’ Patient Administration System did 
not want to co-operate. They had conditions in their end-user licence 
agreements which prohibited the clinics from attaching third party 
software without their consent. Instead they used this clause to insist 
that they should perform the integration work, and quoted a ruinously 
expensive price, far more than what we were charging for our 
touchscreen solution (hardware included)! 
 
Similarly, one of our clients who we are providing Clinical Safety IT 
consulting to has experienced anti-competitive behaviour from a 
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supplier of primary care IT solutions. Our client produces a 
tablet-based application which can talk to GP and social care systems 
to provide an “in the field” patient record for nurses conducting home 
visits. 
 
When they approached the aforementioned primary care IT supplier to 
discuss connecting their app to the primary care system, they were 
told: 
 
“We’re not going to work with you because we have our own tablet 
solution, and if you manage to connect your app to our system we will 
change our system code so that your interface no longer works.” 
 
Our client has resorted to “screen-scraping” to be able to extract the 
data. 
 

Funding for 
innovation has 
the wrong 
conditions 
attached 

NHS England’s “Safer 
Hospital Safer Wards” and 
“Nursing Tech Funds” carry 
too tight deadlines to help 
SMEs 

Two Trusts in the East of England put in a joint application to the 
Safer Hospital Safer Wards fund to find, purchase and roll out an 
ePrescribing solution. The award was substantial (>£1m), however it 
had conditions that the money had to be spent within 12 months of 
awarding it. 
 
Prior to their application, both Trusts had collaborated to invent a 
new style of paper drugs prescription chart which was aimed at 
increasing patient safety. The work involved over 1000 healthcare 
professionals and the result was a very well designed drugs chart 
which in pilots substantially reduced medication errors. The new chart 
was well liked by doctors, nurses and pharmacists for being clear and 
easy to use. 
 
Upon learning of the Trusts’ Safer Hospital Safer Wards award, 
PatientSource approached them with the offer of digitising their new 
style drugs prescription chart. Our proposal would have taken all their 
hard design work and pilots and added automatic prescription 
checking to their innovative design. The clinicians liked the idea 
because they did not want to lose all the work they had put in to the 
new chart, however we were told: 
 
“[We] made a combined bid to SHSW technology fund and were 
successful in securing considerable funding. However it has to be 
spent by 31.3.16  and as a consequence we were fairly tied into 
having to buy a solution very quickly and hence we have gone with a 
commercial solution.” 
 
The solution they rushed to purchase does not support variable dose 
prescriptions, nor insulin sliding scales, nor detox protocols, nor 
Venous Thromboembolus Prophylaxis. Yet their paper drugs chart, and 
consequently our proposed solution would have done. 

 

Effects of Barriers: 
● For business & the economy: 

○ Private investors will not invest in SMEs who have a business model that depends on 
supplying the NHS: 

■ Will invest only in UK B2C consumer facing med tech SMEs or overseas 
○ SME innovation gets lost to overseas 

■ Some learn the lesson quickly and sell overseas 
■ Others just don’t look at the UK markets in the first place 
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○ Many SMEs go bust trying to supply the NHS 
● For patients: 

○ Continue to be exposed to high medical risks 
○ Miss out on latest care advances 

● For NHS: 
○ Slips further behind overseas healthcare (reverse innovation) 
○ Persists using outdated technology with higher cost of ownership and worse 

performance (e.g. cost of pagers vs encrypted VoIP smartphones, on-site vs cloud) 
○ Brain drain of doctors and nurses looking overseas for a more modern working 

environment 
 

What has been tried and how it has fared: 
● Purpose-specific funds (Nursing Tech Fund, Safer Wards Safer Hospitals Fund) 

○ Massive interest from NHS Trusts (cynically interested only in the money, not in the 
aims of the fund) 

○ Tight timescales meant that Trusts claimed the money then had to rush to purchase 
ready “off the shelf” commercial solutions from big players. (e.g. East of England 
ePrescribing) 

○ Very little of the nursing tech funds ever made it to SMEs 
○ Doesn’t solve the “you can’t supply the NHS until you’ve got experience supplying the 

NHS problem” 
● Academic Health Science Networks 

○ The intention of aligning innovation, health and business is excellent 
○ The execution of it though is terrible: 

■ AHSNs have no real linkage or warm relationships with the NHS Trusts in their 
areas, so cannot do meaningful introductions 

■ Poorly organised, some are not clear on what their actual role is (e.g. one AHSN 
told us “we can only help you propagate across the NHS, not get in in the first 
place”, another AHSN just repeatedly pointed us to SBRI competitions) 

■ Most AHSN lack people with experience of running small enterprises, or medical 
technology projects and rarely in procurement so cannot provide suitable advice 

■ No funds to dish out to SMEs 
● Innovate UK funds (SBRI / TSB) 

○ Not been helpful to very many 
○ Comparatively very small pots of money, so very few winners 
○ Judged by people who are not experienced in running small enterprises thus very little 

credit given for commercial feasibility 
○ Lack of consistency across judging panels. Your luck depends on which judges you get! 
○ There seems to be an “art” to writing the bids, has generated a sub-industry of 

companies who are professional bid writers, and individuals who write bids for SMEs for 
money 

○ [We have put in 6 bids to date, all failed. Feedback was inconsistent “too ambitious” 
and “not innovative enough” appeared in feedback from two different judges for same 
bid!] 

● Cabinet Office SME Action Plan 
○ Had all the right intentions: mandating that a certain percentage of public sector 

spending should be on SMEs 
○ Completely lacks enforcement, so targets have been conveniently ignored by the NHS. 
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● Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEP): 
○ We engaged our LEP to see if they can help us organise pilots in the NHS. 
○ Our employee who was working with the LEP concluded: “they are unreservedly 

useless”.  
○ They didn’t have any money to grant or spend on helping us for most of the time we 

were chatting to them. Then when they did get money it had all already been 
earmarked in advance to big companies they were cosy with. 

 
 

Suggestions for improvements: 
 

● NHS to invest in SMEs: 
○ will attract private investors to co-invest thus stimulate private investment in area 
○ NHS entities which invest will need to be separate from those which purchase the 

solution to avoid conflict of interests (e.g. NHS England invests, NHS Trusts purchase) 
● Educate NHS Trusts that they do not need to run formal procurement processes for R&D 

contracts or for below-threshold purchases. 
● Consider closing Academic Health Science Networks and earmark the money spent on running 

them for funding NHS pilots of SME technology: 
○ AHSNs don’t have the intimate relationships with NHS Trusts to make introductions and 

help SMEs organise pilots 
○ Give the money spent on running them (~£3m/year/region) to local NHS Trusts with 

strict conditions to spend it on piloting and buying innovative products / services from 
SMEs 

● Consider closing Local Enterprise Partnerships: 
○ Give the money spent on running them plus the money earmarked for grants to local 

public sector entities with strict conditions to spend it on services / products from 
SMEs. 

● Tilt the NHS England SHSW / NTF funds to favour SMEs: 
○ Increase the time to spend deadline so that they can actually be spent on creating, 

trialling and rolling out new technology rather than off-the-shelf incumbent products 
○ Run funds which mandate that awards must be spent on SMEs 
○ Run funds which mandate that awards must be spend on developing new technologies 

● Introduce an “innovation target” for NHS Trusts: 
○ NHS Trusts will get fined if they miss these targets, just as they get fined if they miss 

their A&E 4 hour targets 
○ Examples: 

■ 1 pilot per year of new technology must be conducted by an NHS Trust per 250 
beds it has (e.g. a 1000-bedded Trust must run 4 pilots per year) 

■ 95% of prescriptions must be via electronic prescribing 
■ 95% of patient referrals must be electronic 
■ 100% of patients must be offered the chance to receive appointment dates and 

reminders digitally (e.g. by SMS text, e-mail, etc) 
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